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Arson Awareness/Intro. to Fire Scene 
Examination 16 hours 

 
Course Title: Arson Awareness/Intro. to Fire Scene Examination  Length of Course:  16 Hrs  
   
Prerequisites: Essential of Firefighting or Entry Level-Interior Firefighter, or Equivalent 
 
**This class is open to all fire personnel.  However, preferential discretion will be exercised 
in class attendee selection in regards to company level officers and members responsible for 
fire scene examinations.**   
  
Required Equipment: Attendees will be required to have appropriate safety equipment (Eye 
protection, Helmet, gloves, boots, etc).  TOG is acceptable but not required.  Attendees may wish 
to bring their own camera and a computer for the field exercise and report preparation and 
presentation. 
 
Class Fee:  $100    (waived if training subscription was purchased); $25 Lab Fee, not covered 
by the subscription.  
 

Description of Course: This class is geared toward the fire company level officer or member 
who is primarily responsible for or involved with the initial on scene origin and cause evaluation.  
It will be a refresher for those already conducting fire scene examinations.   It will also serve as 
an introductory approach to those who wish to further their training or are beginning to get 
involved with fire scene examinations. This class will cover the basic concepts involved in a fire 
scene examination and 921.  Discussion will include:  fire and fire progression, effects of 
ventilation, building construction, electrical circuitry, scene examination, classifications of fires, 
scene photography, report writing, and documentation. The class will consist of an in class 
lecture as well as a hands on field exercise.  Those attending will have the opportunity to conduct 
a fire scene examination. 
 

Dates: May 6th & 7th, 1800-2230; May 9th, 2020: 0800-1600 *New Dates*   
                   Instructor: Brad Dunham 
 

*All class registrations need to be completed on our website.* 
   
We will no longer be accepting emailed or faxed registrations.  Once registered on the website, 
you will receive a confirmation email from us within 2 days, otherwise, check in with us by 
emailing John at John@ycfs.us.   
 
This flier is to post at your fire company to gather interest.  If your fire company does not 
currently have a website log-in to register for the class, please have your Chief email John, the 
Administrator, at John@ycfs.us to set one up.  Any other registration questions may be sent to 
Registration@ycfs.us. Thank you.   
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